10 Reasons to
Switch your Training
to “TFS’s Online
Blended Learning
Platform”.

Create Highly Interactive, Media Rich
E-Learning Courses and
Accelerate the Learning Process.
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Make the Smart Move with
TFS’s SCORM Compliant/Customised
Interactive Learning Management System
Training your employees online offers a lot of benefits, from cost-reduction to
boosting productivity. Companies all over the world have made the smart move
of integrating an online learning platform in their Training and Development
Programmes, and are now beginning to take advantage of the benefits.
Training for Success offers a media-rich, user-friendly, interactive Learning
Management System (LMS) that enables your company to upload your training
content and resources online to an elegant interface.
With a powerful reporting system you can measure your employees performance
and gain insight about the effectiveness and efficiency of your training.

What are the benefits of using our Interactive LMS?
1

Training costs are significantly reduced.

When you use our online learning platform for your employee training or recurrent
trainings, you will no longer need printed training materials. You will also save on other
expenses such as accommodation and travel.
Additionally, with an online platform, you can train people even before they start
working for your company. This gives you a twofold advantage because it enhances
the employee’s knowledge base and skills set, and cuts down on wage cost incurred
by the company during pre-employment trainings.
The benefits of investing in our LMS significantly outweigh its cost. When you look
at the long run, you will actually reduce training costs by up to 65% compared to
implementing a traditional, face-to-face training. Our interactive and user-friendly online
learning platform is priced at a budget-friendly cost.
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2

Our Online Learning Platform facilitates Fully Online, Blended or
Classroom Settings.

Our LMS will supplement the current training programmes of your company. This works
perfectly for skills-based training, where hands-on instruction is necessary. Using the
online learning platform, you can make available the training content online for the
employees to study beforehand, so that they are fully briefed on the theories and
principles before the on-site training. The training day will then be centred on skills
acquisition and demonstration. With the online learning platform, you save precious
time to focus on the more relevant aspects of the training.

3

Information is quickly and conveniently delivered.

When you use our online learning platform, information is quickly shared to everyone in
the organisation. New information can be added, and old information can be modified
or updated without the added cost. Employees could acquire new information or skill
sets straight away without having to wait for materials to be printed and distributed in
the offices. You do not have to set a general meeting just to share updates or new
information. You can simply log in your online account and upload the information for
all employees to access.

4

Employees can access much-needed information anytime, anywhere.

Our LMS gives trainers and employees the opportunity to access much-needed
information or reference materials anytime, anywhere. For example, if a new Customer
Service Staff needs to refresh her memory on how to perform a refund or product
returns, they can simply log into the online platform and click on the Training Module on
Customer Refunds to confirm the steps involved. An online platform enables companies
to keep employees informed and updated on company systems and procedures, which
results in excellent customer service and improved business practices.
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5

Employees retain knowledge more efficiently.

Our interactive and engaging online learning platform enables employees to learn well,
retain and perform certain skills efficiently. Since employees have easy access to the
modules and are given interactive and practical exercises and tasks, they will be able to
absorb the information more effectively. This also enables them to employ the training
they have learned at work.
Furthermore, you can include unlimited interactive quizzes and exercises in the online
platform to reinforce their learning. You can also upload SCORM Files, word documents,
PDF files, audio, and videos.
As soon as employees have completed their assessments, tasks or exercises you
can then log in to your teacher’s account, to access the student detail, and leave
personalised feedback. All these features enable you to monitor student progress in
real time while helping employees retain new knowledge and skills efficiently.

6

Employees can learn at their own pace.

Unlike in traditional training, employees do not have to hastily go through so much
information just to keep up with a fixed training schedule. They can go at their own
pace and fully take in the learning. Using our online learning platform removes the
pressure of moving at the pace of other co-workers; it simply enables employees to
focus on content absorption and appreciation.

7

Training updates can be published real-time.

With our LMS, you can update training notes, modules, assessments, schedules, and
even company policies instantly. You will not have to rewrite the entire manual and print
it for everyone for distribution at a later time. You simply add or modify the content in the
online platform and notify the staff involved to log in to learn about the new information
or company procedures. Going online will ensure that everyone in the company stays
up-to-date with the latest updates and important policies.
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8

Direct and instant access to learning resources.

Our LMS provides your employees the opportunity to access learning resources quickly
and conveniently. Since our online learning platform is capable of incorporating weblinks to articles, webinars, and videos, you are providing your staff with references and
information that they can use to enhance their knowledge base and improve their skills.

9

Increased productivity of employees.

Through our LMS, your employees become better trained, more knowledgeable, and
better skilled. Employees become more efficient and valuable to the company, as they
help you improve the business image and the bottom line.

10

Reduced turnover of employees.

Studies have shown that when employees are well-informed and are given opportunities
for self-improvement, they become satisfied at the workplace.
Motivated employees are more likely to be loyal to your company. By training them, they
can pursue their professional goals and feel encouraged to do well at work. Ultimately,
they become better employees and deliver excellent customer service to your equally
satisfied customers.

Call us to arrange a demonstration and to discuss how our
Interactive Learning Management System can further enhance
your company’s training programmes and project your brand.

Tel: 00353 (0) 51 843365
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